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Continuous nematic anchoring transition due to surface-induced smectic order

Tatsutoshi Shioda, Bing Wen, and Charles Rosenblatt
Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7079

~Received 22 November 2002; published 17 April 2003!

A continuous transition from tilted to homeotropic alignment at an interface is observed at a temperatureTa

for a nematic liquid crystal on cooling toward the nematic–smectic-A phase transition temperature.Ta is found
to depend on the treatment of the substrate. The behavior is examined theoretically in terms of a pair of
competing easy axes~homeotropic and planar! and the tilt elasticity associated with the growth of surface-
induced smectic order.
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When a liquid crystal forms an interface with another m

terial, the director at the interfacen̂i adopts an orientation
that is determined by a combination of the interfacial pro
erties, applied external fields, and torques due to elastic
formations in the bulk. There are two special orientations

n̂i : homeotropic orientation in whichn̂i is normal to the
interface with polar ‘‘pretilt’’ angleu i50, and planar orien-

tation in which n̂i lies in the plane of the interface withu i

5p/2. For planar orientation, the azimuthal anglew may be
controlled by manipulation of the surface—for example, o
may rub unidirectionally a polyimide-coated substrate—ow
may be 2p-fold degenerate. In 1981, Ka¨nel et al. showed
that a discontinuous transition from planar to homeotro
orientation occurs at a flat glass or quartz substrate on c
ing toward the smectic-A phase transition temperatureTNA
@1#. Ascribing this result to the onset of surface-induc
smectic order in the nematic phase, they also showed
sufficiently deep ion-etched gratings tend to suppress
transition. In general, however, the pretilt angleu i need not
be 0 orp/2, but may adopt any value in between. In 198
Chiarelli et al. demonstrated a continuous anchoring tran
tion at the free surface of a nematic liquid crystal@2,3#,
wherebyu i was found to be zero above an anchoring tran
tion temperatureTi ; below Ti they found a mean field ex
ponentb50.560.04 for u i vs reduced temperature. DiLis
et al.measured the polar anchoring strength coefficientA for
a homeotropically-oriented dimeric liquid crystal at
phospholipid-coated substrate@4#, whereA is defined by the
lowest-order contribution to the interfacial term of the fr
energy, viz.,Fi5

1
2 Asin2(ui2up). Fi represents the energ

cost of a director orientationu i that differs from the polar
angleup of the preferred axis; this deviation may be due
an externally applied field or to an elastic torque.@Note that
this form for the free energy preserves the symme
Fi(u i)5Fi(u i1p).# DiLisi et al. found that A first in-
creases, then decreases with decreasing temperature i
nematic phase, eventually vanishing at an anchoring tra
tion temperatureTi ; for T,Ti the polar angleup of the
preferred axis becomes nonzero, and therefore so doe
actual director angleu i in the absence of an external field
elastic torque. Subsequently, many other interfacial tra
tions have been observed. Temperature has been shown
an important parameter in causing interfacial transitions@5#.
Some transitions have been generated byin situ chemical
changes to the surface@6,7#, such as ultraviolet light expo
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sure of the surface coating@8,9#, changes in the hydropho
bicity of the substrate@10#, or the length and surface cove
age of a surfactant molecule@11#. In other cases, substrate
adsorbed ions or other impurities have been shown to ind
an anchoring transition@12–14#. In this paper, we report on
an anchoring transition driven by the approach of t
smectic-A phase. Although the mechanism that drives h
meotropic order is similar to that reported in Ref.@1#, our
transition involves acontinuouschange ofu i rather than a
discontinuous switching between two extreme states, pla
and homeotropic@1#.

In a recent paper we showed that judicious processing
a polyimide can facilitate exquisite control overu i @15#,
whereu i can be varied from 0 to as high as;p/4 in the
nematic phase, depending upon the liquid crystal. On
proaching the nematic–smectic-A phase transition tempera
ture TNA from above, however, the presence of a smo
interface tends to induce smectic layering at the interf
@16–18#. The smectic order decays from the substrate i
the bulk on a length scale of the order of the temperatu
dependent smectic correlation lengthj @1,17#, although the
order can be disrupted by surface roughness@19#. Due to the
surface-induced smectic order there exists an elastic con
D (}^c2& wherec is the induced smectic order paramete!
that attempts to keep the molecules oriented normal to
smectic layer@20#. This has the effect of enhancing the e
fective anchoring strength coefficient for homeotropic alig
ment and drivingu i toward zero. Our central result is th
observation of a continuous anchoring transition at tempe
ture Ta on cooling the liquid crystal towardTNA , below
which u i50. The quantityDT[Ta2TNA is found to be
small for cells having a large pretilt angle and large for sm
pretilt angle cells. A Landau model for the phenomenon
presented.

Hybrid cells were constructed by using microscope gl
cleaned in detergent, acetone, and ethanol, and then
coated with the polyimide SE1211~Nissan Chemicals!. Un-
der ordinary cirumstances, the polyimide baking regim
specified by the manufacturer promotes homeotropic liq
crystal alignment. However, we have found that a long
baking time followed by unidirectional rubbing of the poly
imide promotes a large pretilt angleu i @15#. We suggested
that the extra baking enhances the degree of imidization
the polymer, and that the unidirectional rubbing extends
now more rigid backbone.n̂i then adopts an equilibrium
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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angleu i that is determined by the relative interactions of t
molecules with the planar-promoting backbone and
homeotropic-promoting side chains. For the present exp
ment we baked the polyimide-coated glass at 180 °C for
One glass slide~surface ‘‘1’’! was left unrubbed to promot
homeotropic alignment. Four squares, each measu
50 mm350 mm and containing 300 parallel lines~spaced
167-nm apart!, were scribed on the other slide~surface ‘‘2’’!
by a 20-nm-diameter silicon stylus of an atomic force mic
scope ~AFM!. By using an AFM as opposed to a cotto
cloth, we were able to create a region of very uniform ru
bing and therefore a spatially uniform interaction poten
with the liquid crystal. The forces used for success
squares were 1.2, 1.9, 2.7, and 4.1mN. By using the AFM in
noncontact mode, the resulting grooves in the polyim
coating were found to have peak-to-peak distances of
9.2, 17, and 24 nm. The two slides were placed toget
separated by Mylar spacers, and cemented at the edges
thicknessd of the empty cell was determined by means o
spectrometer, whose spectrum ranged from 400 nm thro
800 nm. By measuring the wavelengthsl of consecutive
maximam and m11, the thicknessd517.160.9 mm was
determined from the formulad5(lm11

21 2lm
21)21/2. The

cell then was filled in the isotropic phase with the liqu
crystal SCE12R~Merck! and cooled into the nematic phas
@Having examined several liquid crystalline materials,
found that the polar tilt angleu i for a given surface prepara
tion varies greatly from one liquid crystal to another. Sin
~a! it has a large pretilt in the nematic phase,~b! it remains
liquid crystalline at room temperature, and~c! has a large
body of available material data, we chose to study the ra
mic mixture SCE12R.#

Optical retardation measurements were performed in
der to determine the polar tilt angleu i at the AFM-scribed
substrate. Light from a He-Ne laser passed consecuti
through a polarizer, the sample~oriented such that the direc
tor’s azimuthal orientation made a 45 ° angle with respec
the polarizer!, a Pockels cell modulated at frequencyn
5318 Hz, anf 55 mm focal length lens, a mask, an an
lyzer, and into a detector. The lens was placed slightly m
than one focal length from the sample, thereby creating
image of the sample that was enlarged by a factor of 30
the mask. The mask was then centered over the image o
AFM-scribed square, allowing the detector to sample lig
that passes only through the square. The output from
detector was fed into a lock-in amplified referenced to f
quencyn, and the lock-in output was integrated over tim
The integrated voltage was used to control a dc power su
such that it supplied a voltage to the Pockels cell sufficien
cancel the optical retardationa of the cell. The voltage ap
plied to the automatically compensated Pockels cell there
was proportional toa. By measuring the Pockels cell vol
age, the optical retardation was determined continuousl
the temperature was decreased at a rate of'0.01 K s21. The
retardationa for all four squares is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to convert the retardation data into polar
anglesu i at the interface, we first measured the ordinary a
extraordinary refractive indicesno andne , respectively, with
an Abbe refractometer illuminated with light from a He-N
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laser at wavelengthl5632.8 nm. Over the temperatur
range of interest, which is more than 30 K below t
nematic-isotropic transition temperatureTNI5118 °C, the
refractive indices were nearly constant. Therefore, throu
out our analysis we used the valuesno51.481 andne

51.638. The retardationa5*z50
d @2pDn(u)/l#dz, where

the effective birefringence Dn(u)5none(no
2 sin2u

1ne
2 cos2u)21/22no . Our task now is to determine the profil

of the polar angleu(z) in bulk as a function of positionz in
the cell. The extrapolation lengthL for an elastic distortion is
given byL5K/A, whereK is an appropriate elastic constan
For an AFM-scribed substrate and deep into the nem
phase,A is of the order of 131021 erg cm22 @21,22#. Be-
cause surface 1 was treated for homeotropic alignm
(u i 51'0) and, as we shall see below, the polar anglesu i 52
at surface 2 are generally less than 20 °, the relevant ela
constant is primarily bend,K33. The bend elastic constan
diverges nearTNA , although in the temperature region o
interest for SCE12RK33 takes on values between 1 and
31026 dyn @15#. Thus, 0.1,L,0.4 mm over the tempera-
ture region that was investigated. SinceL is considerably
smaller thand, the two surfaces are approximately uncoupl
and therefore we may takeu1'0. @Note that even ifu1 were
nonzero, it would make a very small contribution to the r
tardation becauseDn(u1) would be very small.# Because the
elastic distortion is nearly pure bend, the Euler equat
K33(d

2u/dz2)50 derived from the elastic free energy@20#
yields a solutionu5u2(z/d). @If we were to include the
splay elastic constantK115131026 dyn, our numerical
simulations show that the maximum deviation from the fo
u (z) is at most 2%.# u2 is determined by matching the ca
culated value of the retardationa with the measured value in
Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the deduced values of the polar
angleu2 at the AFM-scribed substrate, using the approxim
tion that the two surfaces are noninteracting. To make cer
that the anchoring transition is continuous, we have exa

FIG. 1. Retardation vs temperature for four different rubbi
forces. Note that for presentation purposes the data for the
smallest forces, viz., 1.2 and 1.9mN, have been multiplied by a
factor of 20.
6-2
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CONTINUOUS NEMATIC ANCHORING TRANSITION DUE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 041706 ~2003!
ined the possibility of hysteresis by ramping temperat
both downandup at a rate of 0.0005 K s21. Figure 3 shows
a typical trace. As no hysteresis was observed, we bel
that the transition is continuous. The main points of t
work are that the transition is continuous and the transit
temperature depends on the rubbing strength. As an aside
point out that although it would have been easier to scr
both surfaces and arrange them antiparallel to each othe
order thatu15u2, with no elastic distortion in the cell, we
have chosen to use a hybrid cell because of the difficulty
getting the 50mm350 mm squares at the two substrates in
register.

As is clear from both Figs. 1 and 2, an anchoring tran
tion occurs at a temperatureTa close toTNA . Moreover, the
anchoring transition occurs closer toTNA for regions that are
more strongly rubbed and that exhibit a larger pretilt an
u2 in the nematic phase. In order to understand this beha

FIG. 2. Derived tilt angleu2 ~in degrees at left and radians
right! vs temperature for four different forces. Unlike Fig.~1!, none
of the data sets in this figure has been scaled by a factor of 20

FIG. 3. Retardation vs temperature for 4.1-mN square. Open
circles correspond to the heating curve and solid circles to the c
ing curve. Heating and cooling rates were 0.0005 K s21. No appar-
ent hysteresis is observed.
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we propose a model in which the unrubbed polyimide p
motes homeotropic alignment with an anchoring strength
efficientAi , wherei 51,2. Rubbing of the polyimide induce
alignment of the backbone, which we conjecture create
second easy axis~for planar alignment! on surface 2 with
anchoring strengthB2. The rubbing also implies thatA1 may
not be equal toA2. Since the two easy axes~homeotropic
and planar! on surface 2 compete, we need to introduce
higher-order term in the interfacial free energy,C2 sin4u2, to
determine the equilibrium polar angleu2 of the directorn̂i .
The coefficientC2, which may depend upon the rubbin
strength, must be positive on an empirical basis becauseu2 is
found to be relatively small above the anchoring transit
temperatureTa . Additionally, we assume that surface
induced smectic layers grow at the substrates over a dist
j into the bulk, wherej is the temperature-dependent corr
lation length @1,17,19#. This introduces an additiona
temperature-dependent elastic constantD into the problem,
whose role is to maintain the director orientation parallel
the layer normal. The total free energy per unit areaF is
given by

F5
1

2 F E
0

d

dzH ~K11sin2u1K33cos2u!S ]u

]zD 2

1D~e(z2d)/j

1e2z/j!sin2uJ 1A2 sin2u21B2 cos2u21C2 sin4u2

1A1 sin2u1G , ~1!

wherez50 at surface 1 andz5d at surface 2. Although the
large number of parameters precludes a detailed data fit
shall discuss the qualitative behavior of Eq.~1!. Because
L!d and u,20 °, for now we shall neglect the
term K11sin2u(] u/]z)2 and take K33cos2u(] u/]z)2

'K33(] u /]z)2. Moreover, we shall neglect the term
De2z/j sin2u and A1 sin2u1 near the~almost! homeotropic
surface 1; these restrictions will be relaxed later. Additio
ally, becausej is at most 100 nm, the termDe(z2d)/j sin2u is
non-negligible only in a thin surface layer, where we c
approximateu as a constant equal tou2. With these approxi-

mations the integral becomes*0
ddz1

2 @K33(] u/]z)2

1De(z2d)/j sin2u#'(1/2d)K33u2
21 1

2 Dj sin2u2, where we
have assumed thatu150. The free energy becomes

F'
1

2 F1

d
K33u2

21B21~Dj1A22B2!sin2u21C2 sin4u2G .
~2!

Let us first consider the behavior in the absence
surface-induced smectic order (D50) in the limit of a very
thick cell ~large d). We minimizeF with respect to sinu2

and find that sinu25A(B22A2)/2C2 for B2.A2 and sinu2
50 for B2,A2. It is important to stress that this is qualita
tively the behavior observed in measurements of pretilt an
of the liquid crystal pentylcyanobiphenyl at a rubbe
SE1211-coated substrate@15#: Below a critical rubbing

l-
6-3
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SHIODA, WEN, AND ROSENBLATT PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 041706 ~2003!
strength the pretilt angle is zero, and it rises continuou
with approximately this form above the critical rubbin
strength. In other words, there is a minimum rubbin
strength required before the pretilt angle becomes nonz
For rubbing strengths weaker than those reported herein
found thatu2 remains zero even well aboveTNA , presum-
ably becauseB2 is small. The addition of surface-induce
smectic order (DÞ0) has the consequence of increasing
effective~quadratic! anchoring strength coefficient for ho
meotropic order; the same holds true for the elastic te
which exerts a~small! torque at surface 2. AsTNA is ap-
proached from above the termDj grows algebraically, the
coefficient of the sin2u2 term in Eq. ~2! becomes positive
and there is a transition to homeotropic alignment at te
peratureTa . Moreover, becauseB2 increases with increasin
rubbing strength~cf. Ref. @15#!, the temperatureTa at which
the transition occurs decreases with increasing rubb
strength, as is evident in Figs. 1 and 2. Consistent with
~2!, we note that no such anchoring transition to homeotro
order was observed for the liquid crystal pentylcyanobip
nyl @15# due to the absence of a smectic-A phase in that
material.

Let us now return to Eq.~2!. We can examine the behav
ior close toTa where u2 is small and expandF for small
values ofu1 and u2. Thus sinu2;u2. Moreover, we shall
partially relax the restrictions onu1: We shall now include
the termsA1 sin2u1;A1u1

2 andDj sin2u1;Dju1
2, and approxi-

mate (du/dz)2 as@(u12u2)/d#2. Minimizing F with respect
to u1, we find ]F/]u15(1/d)K33(u12u2)1(A11Dj)u1
50, and therefore

u15
K33

K331~A11Dj!d
u2 . ~3!

On substitutingu1 into the free energy, we obtain

F5
1

2 F1

d
K33S K33

K331~A11Dj!d
21D 2

u2
21~Dj1A22B2!u2

2

1C2u2
41A1S K33

K331~A11Dj!dD 2

u2
2G

5
1

2
~gu2

21C2u2
4!, ~4!

where

g5
1

d
K33S K33

K331~A11Dj!d
21D 2

1~Dj1A22B2!

1A1S K33

K331~A11Dj!dD 2

. ~5!

Equation~4! has only one solution,u250, for g,C2.0; this
occurs when the rubbing is weak andB2 is small. Another
solution u2

252g/2C2 exists for g,0; this solution has
lower energy (F52g2/4C2) than theu250 solution, for
which F50. The transition from one regime to the other
second order. Experimentally, this predicted behavior is
served unambiguously for the two weaker rubbing streng
04170
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viz., 1.2 and 1.9mN, where the retardationa ~which is ap-

proximately proportional tou2
2) varies linearly with tempera-

ture even well aboveTa ; this is seen in Fig. 1. For stronge
rubbing strengths, the predicted behavior is less obvious.
note that for stronger rubbing the quantityB2 becomes large,
requiring a large value ofDj before a transition tou250 can
occur. Since the quantityDj varies very rapidly close to
TNA , an expansion ofg in powers of temperature would
require the incorporation of higher-order terms, even mod
ately close toTa . Thus, one would expect a rapid linea
increase of the retardation only very close toTa , followed
by a shoulder and a much less rapid rise at higher temp
tures; indeed, this is the behavior observed in Fig. 1. We n
that the small amount of rounding observed nearTa in the
strong rubbing strength data, especially for a force
4.1 mN, likely is due to small inhomogeneities in the squa
Again, the rapid variation ofDj in this region causes round
ing very close toTa . Finally, as noted above, no hysteres
was observed on cooling and heating~cf. Fig. 3!, further
evidence of a continuous transition.

We can estimate the importance of the various contri
tions to g in Eq. ~5!. We assume thatA1;A2;B2
;1021 erg cm22 deep inside the nematic phase@22#, K33
;431026 dyn atT5TNA11 K @15#, andd;1023 cm. The
situation is more complicated forD and j. Taking D
5D0^c

2&, Sinha et al. found D05(3.560.9)
3107 erg cm23 @19#. For a typical flat interface Mirantsev
calculated a surface-induced smectic order parametec
;0.5, '30 mK above TNA . Since ^c2&}@(T
2TNA)/TNA#22n, wheren is the correlation length critica
exponent, atT5TNA11 K we would find a value^c2&
;0.0005 forn50.9 @19# or ^c2&;0.002 if n had the more
typical value 0.7@23#. These would correspond toD;1.6
3104 and 6.53104 erg cm23, respectively. Using a bare
correlation lengthj055.331028 cm @19#, at T5TNA11 K
we find correlation lengths ofj5931026 cm and j53
31026 cm for n50.9 and 0.7, respectively. Thus,Dj
;0.1–0.2 erg cm22 for both exponentsy. Such values for
Dj are of the same order as the quadratic anchoring co
cients, indicating that the anchoring transition temperat
Ta would be of the order of a few hundred millikelvins to
few degrees kelvin aboveTNA , as observed experimentally
Thus, in Eq.~5! the orders of magnitude for the elastic e
ergy, anchoring energy at the scribed surface, and ancho
energy at the unscribed surface, respectively, are 1023,
1021, and 1025 erg cm22. Clearly the anchoring term domi
nates, and our experimental use of a hybrid cell and assu
tion that the two surfaces are largely noninteracting are va

As noted originally by Ka¨nel et al. @1#, surface-induced
smectic order in the nematic phase can drive an ancho
transition to homeotropic orientation. We have demonstra
here that such a transition may be continuous with a tra
tion temperatureTa that depends on the rubbing strengt
Moreover, we have shown experimentally that such a tra
tion may be limited to a very narrow range of surface tre
ment conditions. From a theoretical standpoint, we sugge
that rubbing gives rise to a pair of easy axes. Multiple ea
axes, which have been observed previously by optical c
6-4
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trol of the surface@24,25#, may be used to explain our earlie
results@15#, wherein there exists a nonzero threshold rubb
strength below which the director remains homeotrop
Coupled with surface-induced smectic order, the mo
qualitatively explains our current results, viz., there exi
only a narrow range of rubbing strengths that facilitates
servation of an anchoring transition, and there is an inve
relationship betweenTa and the rubbing strength.
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